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Twofacetwo is a continuation of Two Face, an exhibition concurrently presented at Ballroom Marfa by two of the
institution’s recent one-month residents: American Aaron Curry and UK-born Thomas Houseago (both live in Los Angeles).
The artists met in 2005 on a plane ride across the US and discovered common interests that included popular music, Picasso
and the human form; here in Berlin they inaugurate this revamped five-room gallery space, which was formerly (and rather
laxly) run by Michael Werner’s son, Julius.
The opening sculpture by Houseago immediately forces the visitor to duck, luring him through the low arch of
Plaster Gate I (all works 2009), a massive chunk of redwood endowed with primitively fashioned carvings of human figures.
These seem to laugh and grimace at the viewer, who senses that a step through the archway marks a passage into an enchanted land. Fittingly, on the other side stands a larger-than-life dark brown bronze sculpture, Untitled (Lumpy Man or Milan
Bronze), also by Houseago and reminiscent of a cross between one of J.R.R. Tolkien’s Ents and Roald Dahl’s BFG. The heavy
metal figure looks as though it is buckling under its own weight, about to slouch and shuffle across the floor. Although it is
always impressive to be confronted with an eight-foot anthropomorphic figure, being greeted by a giant seems almost unsurprising in this enchanted setting. Facing it is Large Standing Figure, Berlin, which, with its white gypsum covering and rickety
industrial wiring, lends a welcome contrast to the well-grounded bronze.
On one wall, a primitive mask-shaped sculpture in black and white, along with two sculptures of faces on raised supports, remind us of Houseago’s artistic influences: Picasso, Giacometti, Surrealism and rock album covers. Another totemically
carved redwood gateway, Wood Gate I, stands at the end of the large room. It marks our exit out of the wonderland and,
at the same time, our entrance into a room that for the first time brings colour into the exhibition. Immediately, the gaze is
drawn towards the red paint in the abstract-surrealist drawings by Curry which line the gallery walls: a suitable backdrop for
his large semiabstract yet strangely figurative sculptures fashioned from sheets of wood or steel slotted into one another. The
lines on Untitled remind us of the raw, graffiti-like marks that characterised some of Curry’s earlier work. However, here the
artist seems more ‘in control’. The line and the smooth surface of the works, married with abstract cubist shapes, à la Matisse
or Picasso, point to a decisive shift away from anything like an unmediated expressiveness.
Twofacetwo is a small, well-curated exhibition, bringing together harmoniously a selection of perfectly executed
works. This precision, however, comes at the price of innovation. These works are living-room friendly; they profess nothing
new. In fact, although both artists are only thirty-seven, their work already seems to belong to the canon, many of them essentially viewable in the Modernism sections of our museums, where they bear the names of Ernst, Giacometti, Flanagan and
numerous others.

